
Introducing The Colourful Replica Richard Mille RM 68-01 Tourbillon Cyril Kongo Watch

On the new Replica Richard Mille collaboration with Cyril Kongo, the colours are everywhere and
they are quite overwhelming. You cannot simply pick up an spray paint can and blast its content
all over a mechanical movement. So the thing that triggered me is the craftsmanship.There's
much, much more to this watch, however for once, for this particular creation of Replica Richard
Mille we're not going to dig into all technicalities.

Guaranteed, it will not function anymore. In order to create this colourful timepiece, a lot of
practise and special tools were needed.

This collaboration piece shows more than Cyril Kongo's craftsmanship. The entire movement is a
magnificent pleasure to look at, as it features sapphire crystal and stainless steel bridges. The
sapphire bridges offer such a lightness to the entire design and it almost makes the movement
float inside the case. The steel bridges and spray-painted for a large part, however the parts that
aren't show a stunning finishing with hand-polished bevels, and straight brushing on the flat
surfaces. In other words, there's also a lot of impressive watchmaker-craftsmanship to be seen.

There will be 30 pieces of this Replica Richard Mille RM 68-01 Tourbillon Cyril Kongo, and every
single one will be unique. So one way or another, you can buy a unique piece of art, and it's
unique in more ways because this is probably the first time that a street artist gets the chance to
use bridges, mainplate and even the main spring barrel as a canvas. Or rather as wall (or garage
door).Most importantly: buy it to wear it, to enjoy it. And while I wouldn't (hey, we called with
website Monochrome Watches for a reason), I must say that the level of craftsmanship is
impressive.

Whether this is your kind of watch or not, the amount of craftsmanship is there, and it's rather
spectacular. Even on the reverse side of the movement that can be admired. One factor we
should not forget, is that (besides the fact that this is FAR from the ordinary spray-paint job) the
paint on bridges, main plate and main spring barrel, must be coated. We wouldn't want a tiny
chip of paint to get stuck between some of the wheels. So altogether impressive work. And like
with all art: taste is highly individual and you may like it or not.
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